
Project description:

Beavis and Butt-Head are two fictional animated characters created
by Mike Judge. They are best friends and high school students who
are known for their goofy and socially awkward behavior. Beavis is
known for his signature laugh, which sounds like "hee hee hee", and
his obsession with fire. Butt-Head is usually the more level-headed of
the two and is recognized for his catchphrase, "uh huh huh".
Together, they enjoy watching music videos, playing video games,
and eating junk food. Their irreverent humor often involves making
inappropriate comments, engaging in dangerous activities, or causing
mayhem wherever they go. Despite their questionable behavior,
Beavis and Butt-Head have become cultural icons and have had a
lasting impact on pop culture and comedy.
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The technology behind this super meme coin Beavis:

Beavis: The Next-Generation Cryptocurrency

Introduction
- Beavis is a scalable and secure alternative to popular 
cryptocurrencies unlike other chains.
- It can process up to 10,000 transactions per second and doesn't 
have the front running problem that affects many chains.

Main Features
- Beavis has its own wallet for payments, swaps, staking, liquidity 
provision, tokenization, and lending.
- It is in the process of obtaining its own EMI banking license, which 
means it will not depend on any traditional bank to process 
payments and transactions.
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The technology behind this super meme coin Beavis:

Cost-Effectiveness
- No TPV is needed to process payments with Beavis, unlike Visa and 
MasterCard.
- Beavis is significantly more cost-effective than Visa and MasterCard,      
being 5 times cheaper than these traditional payment options.

Conclusion
- Beavis is an innovative and secure cryptocurrency that offers a wide 
range of features and advantages for its users.
- It is a scalable, secure, and cost-effective alternative to other 
popular cryptocurrencies and traditional payment methods.

Call to Action
- Learn more about Beavis and join our community today!
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Hello, I'm Beavis, before you buy my tokens I want to warn you: the Beavis

token is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial

return. There is no formal team or roadmap. the coin is completely useless

and for entertainment purposes only, if you buy it you will most likely lose

all your savings, please do not buy this token as an investment as it is not a

financial product it is just a Meme coin.
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Information about Beavis Project:

Binance Smart chain: https://bscscan.com/token/0x3c5b8e2745ac73548a14d321ff40c84250cc1f1b

Ethereum chain: https://etherscan.io/token/0x3c5b8E2745ac73548a14d321FF40C84250cC1f1b

Web: https://beavismeme.com/

Email: info@beavismeme.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/beavismeme

Telegram: https://t.me/Beavismemeannouncements

Tiktok: https://www.tiktok.com/@beavismeme 

Github: https://github.com/Beavis-meme

Company: Koinonos s.l, CIF: B67894378.

License bank of Spain: D728
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Tokenomics

The total supply of the Beavismeme token is
1.000,000,000,000,000, 15% is reserved for marketing expenses, 
listings, bridge building and small expenses necessary for the
proper functioningof the company. 3% is for the creators of the
token, 72% for the liquidity pools (Dex, CEx etc…) And with the
remaining 10%, we will obtain a banking license so that Beavis 
can provide the best bankingservice ever offered to crypto
companies. We will also deploy a mobile and web payment
network so that merchants do not pay high fees for selling their
products or services again.
You can buy our token through our website where we will publish 
the link to pancakeswap.
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Beavis token features

DexSwap integration: Beavis token is
available on popular DEX platforms
like DexSwap, making it easy to trade
and exchange.

Staking: Hold or provide liquidity with your Beavis tokens and 
earn more through bets. The longer wait, the greater your 
rewards.

NFT: Collect exclusive Beavis-themed items
NFTs celebrating Beavis iconic status of pop culture. These NFT 
will give certain rights, stay tuned on our website.
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Beavis already has a mobile and web payment application ready 
for testing capable of reducing commissions by 5 times the prices 
of Visa and Martercard, capable of carrying out 10,000 
transactions per second and being even more scalable. The 
current market for mobile and web payments is 60 Billion dollars.

Details Beavis token on Binance smart chain.
Token name: Beavis&butthead
Token simbol: Beavis
CONTRACT ADDRESS
0x3c5b8E2745ac73548a14d321FF40C84250cC1f1b
Total supply: 500.000.000.000.000
Tax: None
Tax Distribution: None
A token with no fees and no nonsense, buy and sell whenever 
you want and don't get penalized for it.
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Details Beavis token on Ethereum chain.
Token name: Beavis&butthead
Token simbol: Beavis
CONTRACT ADDRESS
0x3c5b8E2745ac73548a14d321FF40C84250cC1f1b 
Total supply: 500.000.000.000.000
Tax: None
Tax Distribution: None
A token with no fees and no nonsense, buy and sell whenever 
you want and don't get penalized for it.

Remember that to use the Binance smart chain network you will 
need to pay gas or commissions in the form of BNB and to use the 
Ethereum network you will need to have ETH.
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Beavismeme Road Map

Stage 1
Logo Creation.
Beavismeme launch on pancakeswap.
Comunity Building.
Creation of Telegram, Twitter and Tiktok channels.
Presale Beavis token.

Stage 2
Website Launch.
Obtaining a bank of Spain app license and exchanging fiduciary 
currency for virtual currency for all of Europe.
Beavis Audit token.
Bsc token update.
White paper.
Listing on diferente Dex & Cex.
Dextool token update.
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Beavismeme Road Map

Stage 3
Coingecko and coinmarketcap listing.
Collaboration social media influencers
Trustwallet logo update.
App móvil payments Programming.
Nft collection creation.

Stage 4
Cex & Dex listing.
Beavis Staking.
Liquidity Provider Rewards.
Launch Sale NFT Beavis.
Beavis token sale with debit card payment.
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Beavismeme Road Map

Stage 5
Certik Audit.
EMI Bank License Application.
One year later.
Connection of the payment app with the Sepa European Banking 
network.
Specialized banking service to crypto companies.

As you can see, Beavismeme is not just any token, who said that 
you can't create something great by having fun all together.

To be continued…
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Beavismeme token

HOW TO BUY ON METAMASK WITH BNB

1. Download and install MetaMask wallet.
2. Purchase BNB (Binance Coin) on a supported
exchange or wallet.
3. Add Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to your network
list on MetaMask.
4. Transfer BNB to your MetaMask wallet.
5. Connect to a DEX like DexSwap and search for
Beavis token contract Binance smart chain: 
0x3c5b8E2745ac73548a14d321FF40C84250cC1f1b
6. Confirm the transaction and start HOLDING your Beavis token.
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Beavismeme token

HOW TO BUY ON METAMASK WITH ETH

1. Download and install Metamask wallet.
2. Purchase ETH (Ethereum chain) on a supported
exchange or wallet.
3. Add Ethereum Chain to your network list on Metamask.
4. Transfer ETH to your Metamask wallet.
5. Connect to a DEX like Uniswap and search for
Beavis token contract Ethereum: 
0x3c5b8E2745ac73548a14d321FF40C84250cC1f1b
6. Confirm the transaction and start HOLDING your Beavis token.
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Remember that only you are responsible for keeping your tokens 
and private keys in a safe place and remember that anyone 
included in our team can never ask you for your private keys, if 
they do, they are trying to steal from you.

Beavis meme coin.

Join the Beavis community today and become a part of the meme 
coin revolution. Let's go to the moon together with Beavis & Rock 
And Roll. 

Follow us on social media and join our Telegram group for the 
latest updates and news.
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Beavis meme coin

GET IN TOUCH!

Don’t hesitate to message us if you have
any questions, feedback, or collaboration
proposals. We’d love to hear from you

info@beavismeme.com

THANK YOU !!!
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